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Farrellfacedwithanimpatientmoodforproofofchange
D
oes Andy Farrell have the loneliest
job in Ireland just now?
You don’t have to work for Met
Éireann to detect that a cold
breeze has been blowing through Irish
rugby for quite some time, a breeze strewn
with stray cherry blossoms carried over
from Japan and containing debris from
what the pundits like to refer to as the
“fallout” from Ireland’s ignominious exit
from that World Cup.
The breeze is carrying, too, the dark
whisperings from players former and
current that maybe life under the old
regime hadn’t always been a barrel of
laughs just because the team was winning.
Ireland beat Scotland last weekend but
afterwards, you had to strain hard to hear
the cheering. The sight of Johnny Sexton
reliably landing place kicks from all angles
just doesn’t thrill the Irish rugby soul as it
once did.
The squadron of former rugby players
and coaches who now work as pundits
suddenly sound like Moody’s analysts
handing out credit ratings during the grim
times. At least one of those has wondered
aloud if Ireland had given the coaching job
to the wrong English man. Farrell must be
thanking his lucky stars that Ireland didn’t
actually lose the game.
The decision by Joe Schmidt to announce in November 2018 that he would

be stepping down after the World Cup was
probably unavoidable and raised questions as to how the players would respond
to that: as to whether the regime would
lose its tautness and momentum.
Even if Schmidt’s final year had been a
thundering success – even if Ireland had
exceeded the wildest predictions and
become world champions – the nature of
the succession was still going to leave
Farrell in a tough position.
He had become an indelible part of the
Schmidt backroom staff. In Japan, as
things went from bad to worse, he was a
regular fixture at Irish press conferences
during the bombardment of media events
that all teams are obliged to hold.

Biography
So even though the Schmidt era ended
with the release of his biography and a
farewell appearance on the Late Late
Show, the incoming coach stands as a
constant reminder of both the high points
and the ultimate disappointment of that
regime.
Ireland Rugby Inc was forced to lick its
wounds in the week after South Africa
thwarted England to lift the Webb Ellis
trophy and thus allow the majority of
Japanese citizens to stop waving and
smiling and get back to watching baseball
and working too much.

Suddenly, everything about the state of
Irish rugby was up for grabs and scrutiny:
the private-school system, the folksy
marketing campaign which portrayed the
team as the national darlings and the
pattern of chronic underachievement by
Irish teams at every World Cup since 1987.
All of the joy of the previous four years –
the Six Nations titles in 2014 and 2015, the
Grand Slam in 2018, the wins in Chicago
and Dublin over the All-Blacks – were
quickly forgotten. The verdict was cold.
Ireland had failed in their ultimate test.

Bumpercrowds
As it is, perhaps because of the World Cup,
it has been harder for the Six Nations to
impress this year. The old competition
was always one of the consolations of
winter, guaranteeing bumper crowds in
the stadiums and in the pubs and, if
nothing else, serving as a good excuse to
throw a log on the fire and turn your back
on a wild afternoon.
It has always been a slickly marketed
competition, with the ad folks capitalising
on the century’s worth of tradition and
rivalries: set a few frames of slow-motioned Gareth Edwards or Patrice Lagisquet in full poetic flight to some evocative
string music, contrast that with close-ups
of Wade Dooley causing mayhem in the
lineout or Brian Moore glaring blue

‘‘

The squadron of former
rugby players and coaches
who now work as pundits
suddenly sound like
Moody’s analysts handing
out credit ratings during
the grim times

murder and even brand new viewers of the
sport are clear that this is a competition
with a past and a heritage and that it has
substance.
Which is, of course, a fancy way of
saying that it’s the same old crap, year
after year. The same story lines. Le
Crunch! What is wrong with the Scots!
Will plucky Italy get a win! But which
France will turn up!
One of the inadvertent triumphs of the
World Cup was that it illustrated the
narrowness of rugby’s international
competition. It wasn’t just that Japan

managed to beat Ireland, to beat Scotland,
and to compete with South Africa. It was
that the colours of their shirts were so
novel. It was that they played the game
with such openness. It was quite simply
that they were something different.
Now, the Six Nations seems very
provincial all of a sudden.

WorldCupexperience
The visit of Wales this weekend doesn’t
feel the same because there is no Warren
Gatland causing mischief any more. And
anyhow, the Welsh are recovering from
the opposite World Cup experience to
Ireland’s in that their team and supporters
are still kicking themselves that they
didn’t reach the final and have spent the
depths of winters in the valleys mulling
over the truth that they never have a
better chance to win the thing.
Here in Ireland, the public is
impatiently waiting for visual evidence
that this is a new era for Irish rugby rather
than a continuation of the Schmidt way.
Already, Andy Farrell finds himself
under an intense spotlight over his
selection of scrumhalf, with a growing
chorus of insistence that it is high time to
move on from the venerable Conor
Murray.
The underlying question to all of the
commentary and speculation and gloomy

forecasts concerns where Irish rugby goes
from here. England, with its population
and money, will be a perpetual rugby
force.
There are clear signs that France may
have awoken from their decade-long funk
and may be in the mood to win their first
Six Nations since 2010. Neither of the big
beasts of the old tournament will need a
second invitation to cut Ireland down to
size in the coming years.
So Andy Farrell is in a tough position.
He is a new head coach but he hasn’t been
given the latitude and sense of
slate-wiped-clean that usually comes with
that.
There has been no honeymoon. There is
an impatient mood for proof of change, if
only for the sake of change. Everything is
being judged against last year’s failures
and forms and methodology. It doesn’t
feel entirely fair: as though the jury has
made its mind up before the case has even
been heard.
But then Farrell, one of the true
survivors of professional sports, knows
that fairness rarely comes into it.
Sometimes being in the right place at the
right time is the most important thing.
If Farrell is to turn this dubious
inheritance into something special,
then he’ll have done it in front of a
sceptical audience.

Taekwondo Interview

Dreamsof
Tokyoalive
andkicking
Johnny
Watterson
Lifelong love of Taekwondo
will take talented Tallaght
man Jack Woolley all the
way to Olympics in Japan

T

he impulse is to hurl an expletive.
You are 5ft 11in tall and you
were cutting weight to make 54
kilos? Ah jeez Jack, WTF 54 kilos ...

54...
“Yeah, yeah, yeah it was tough,” he says.
“I’m still cutting a bit.”
It’s blowing hard outside not far from
his home in Jobstown in west Dublin. Jack
Woolley is tucked away in clothing up to
his chin and there’s a stifled, gravelly
noise, a blend of croak and whoop, coming
from deep down behind his black jacket.
He points to his hacking chest.
In combat sports weight is unforgiving.
The scales will never disappoint. Katie
Taylor is 5ft 5in and was cutting from
62kg to 60kg for London 2012 and Rio
2016. Jeez Jack . . . but 54. That’s six inches
taller than Katie and six kilos lighter than
Katie.
Today is not a good day to talk body.
Now, the only thing is now and it’s not
good. In the morning the infection will be
better or worse. He will train or not train,
then move on. By July he will emerge
game-faced in Tokyo. That he knows.
Not long ago the 54kg became 58kg
because 54kg is not an Olympic weight in
Taekwondo. After that, it was like the
locks were blown off his cell. The four kilos
are not so much but they are worlds apart.
But there was an irony in ending the
tyranny of 54. In May 2017, the summer
after Rio, he became the top-ranked
Taekwondo fighter in the world at the
lower weight. Officially a teenager from
Tallaght was the world number one in a
Korean martial art.
Almost as soon as he had it, he had to let
it go. Much the same as boxer Kellie
Harrington moving down from 64kg to
60kg, to compete in a weight division on
the Olympic roster, Woolley went up a
weight. Currently eighth in the world
rankings at 58kg, Jack is still the lad and a
remarkable outlier talent. No Irish athlete
before him even competed in a
Taekwondo Grand Prix event, the world’s
top 32 players.
“To be honest, even 58kg, it’s not easy,”
he says.

The scales have always determined how
he behaved, occasionally made him less
stable and affected his moods. At
secondary school in Rathcoole, the
teachers were aware of his ambition and
drive. They understood his talent made
peculiar demands. He was fighting and
beating the best in the world as a
16-year-old. But it came with consequences. At school they respected and tolerated
his choice.
“During the Leaving Cert in 2017, I was
trying to lose weight. It was horrible, very
emotional,” he says. “I got really upset. I
got addicted to it and started bringing the
weighing scales to school. I had a weighing
scale in my locker and I was weighing
myself between classes hoping that I’d lose
point one of a kilo.
“I was the only one who was allowed to
have chewing gum because they knew that
my mouth was going to be dry from
dehydration. They knew I could get a bit
angry because I’d be cheeky.
“In Transition Year coming up to fifth
year, I was that weight (54 kilos) naturally.
But then I had to cut. It was then they really
noticed a change in my moods. I was able
to have lolly pops and those energy gels. I
was sucking on them down at the back of
class.
‘Missed117days’
“The teachers understood. In sixth year, I
missed 117 days because I was travelling. I
loved my English teacher. She was
interested in my weight cutting, got
involved in it and she understood I was
going to be moody and she respected the
fact I was involved in the class despite what
I was going through with the weight.
“I did alright,” he says of the Leaving
Cert. “Could have done better. I should
have hit 500 points. I think I got 420
points. I got an A in honours English. I got
an A in honours art. I only studied the
things I liked.
“Now I’ll probably cut from 61kg,” he
says. “That’s my walking-around weight.
That’s no problem. Three kilos. I’ll do that
in a day.”
The sport came to him through his older
brother, Ryan. Bullied, his father sent him
to Taekwondo in St Dominic’s beside the
Square in Tallaght. “It wasn’t just verbal, it
was proper fights,” says Jack.
Five years younger than Ryan he
toddled along. He watched some of the
classes and immediately knew he could
kick higher than the people on the mats.
“I put my leg vertically in the air and the
coaches were like, “look, we can’t take you
until you are six”.
He could always do the splits for as long
as he could remember. He never did
formal gymnastics but has memories of
back flips and tumbling in his granddad’s
garden as a child. At six-years-old he
started Taekwondo and fell in love.
It loved him back. At 13 he went to the
Spanish Open and won a bronze medal
and the following year won gold in his first
junior international ranking event. He

JackWoolleyisanOlympic
medalhopeinTokyo.
LikegymnastRhys
McClenaghanonthe
pommelhorse,hehas
risenaloneoutsidethe
mainstreamIrishsport.
Nowon¤20k-a-year
funding,ithasn’tbeena
smoothfinancialjourney.
Photograph:Morgan
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fought senior at 16. In his first tournament
he won a bronze medal.
Still 16, he went to the US Open, one of
the biggest tournaments in the world and
entered the junior and senior events. In
the senior event he met the world number
three in the quarter-final and when he
built up a lead of 12 points, the bout was
stopped. He won the bronze medal. Two
days later, fighting in the junior event, he
won silver.

‘‘

During the Leaving Cert in
2017, I was trying to lose
weight. It was horrible, very
emotional. I got really
upset. I got addicted to it
and started bringing the
weighing scales to school. I
had a weighing scale in my
locker and I was weighing
myself between classes
hoping that I’d lose
point one of a kilo

“That’s the way the sport is,” he says.
“You see someone get a fifth or do well
and then you see people who get the
medals. They seem to keep that up. They
seem to medal the next time. They
might medal the next time again. You
need that bit of confidence. I like to say I’m

confident. Some people say I’m cocky.”
Woolley is an Olympic medal hope in
Tokyo. Like gymnast Rhys McClenaghan
on the pommel horse, he has risen alone
outside the mainstream of Irish sport.
Now on ¤20k-a-year funding, it hasn’t
been a smooth financial journey. For a
while he became a young entrepreneur
living on his wits and homespun business
ideas. He bought chickens and sold the
eggs, made bread in the shape of kicking
martial artists and set up a stall. With his
‘A’ in English he took to journalism school.
But the demands to compete and travel
abroad were the same as those that ripped
through his school time. He lasted three
weeks in DIT.
‘Endedupbuyingchickens’
“I’d get upset because my parents used to
have to fundraise and my coach was
dipping into the club,” he says. “I set up
two businesses. We ended up buying
chickens. I ended up selling eggs to
neighbours and earning a grand over a
year. Kept them in the back garden, 10 or
15 of them. Then we got these cookie
cutters for Christmas and they were
shaped like people kicking. We called it
Ninja bread. We were selling them at
competitions and at training. I used come
home from school and bag them up. Had
my own labels and all.
“The junior worlds in 2014 were in
Taiwan and it was expensive. I used the
last of my communion money to pay for it. I
was what, nearly 16 and I still had a ¤100
because when I was eight I got two
¤50 notes off somebody. But I wanted a
green note. I really wanted a ¤100 note so
my mam went to the bank and gave me the
¤100 note. My dad ironed it and all. It just
sat there for eight years. Then I had to go
and use it on a competition.”
Jack doesn’t deny he is gay. On being

gay, he says wearily, it is time to move the
conversation on. It has, already, become a
little exhausting. It’s an interesting angle,
he says, for a guy “who kicks people in the
head for a living”. He gets that part okay
and then there’s a nodding agreement that
people of his age in the 1980s and 1990s
might be stuck in a mindset, where not
being heterosexual was headline gold.
“It was brought to my attention that it
could affect my career ... with people’s
race and beliefs and religion in general,”
he says of an occasional handshake not
offered from opponents. Whatever the
reason.

‘‘

You have to be able to
change the angles of your
kicks because everyone
knows I’m going to kick
them in the head because
that’s my thing. So I need
to be able to change at
the last second
“You don’t know what people are going
to be like. I’m cautious. Nowadays
everyone takes everything out of context.
I never had any issues in school or going
out with my mates. I was 15 when I came
out. That was six years ago.
“That’s done. It’s not a thing anymore.”
Jack Woolley can stand in front of you
and from inches away kick you on the back

of the head. It’s quite an unsettling
thought. His long legs, speed and super
flexibility keeps opponents at length, with
the smaller fighters needing to work in
close. So he developed an improbable
close range move from where he could
score points with his Scorpion kick, where
he turns his back and snaps his leg into an
arc with his foot making contact with the
back of his opponent’s head.
Magnets on his feet and electronics in
the score points of the protective head and
body gear register the legal hits.
When he was younger and kicked
people on the head they’d cry because it
hurt or they didn’t like it. He KO’d another
opponent, he remembers, with a jump in
the air, a 360-degree turn and kaboom.
They guy went down. He started fist
pumping and celebrating. But his
opponent was out cold and his distressed
mother was in the arena watching.
It was wrong, he says, inconsiderate,
un-cool. He says he has cried when he has
lost but is no longer disrespectful.
“I’m definitely one of, if not the most,
flexible fighters in the world,” he says
soberly. “Definitely among the top three.
Everyone knows. I’ve had to develop good
knees, good hips, a good back. It’s not just
good hamstrings. You have to be able to
change the angles of your kicks because
everyone knows I’m going to kick them in
the head because that’s my thing. So I need
to be able to change at the last second.”
Tomorrow he might train.
“Today I’m not well. I’m not going to
train. I need to get healthy. That’s my
path,” he adds with a croak.
It’s all stepping stones to Tokyo, he says.
If he gets the draw he wants, he’s looking
at an Olympic medal, he says.
Mixing it at the top of the world, Jack is
not being cocky.
Confident, Jack just being Jack.
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My favourite sporting moment Northern Ireland v Scotland, Windsor Park, April 18th, 1970

Seeingthemanonmywallcometo
lifeonthedayGeorgiecamehome
■ George Best leaves the pitch after

been shown a red card after throwing
mud at the referee in the 1-0 defeat to
Scotland at Windsor Park, Belfast, on
April 18th, 1970. PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY IMAGES

Johnny Watterson
There was Best, exotic
as a humming bird,
flickering and shimmering
under a dull city canopy

and the force field. I knew I would feel it.
When he came out he was an alien, a
foreign being on the wrong continent, his
hair black as a crow. A baggy green jersey,
the cuff of his sleeves pulled down below
his hands and clenched. His skinny legs
gliding over muddy Windsor Park.
Too vain to be a leader, too young and
pretty to be a god. But there was Georgie,
exotic as a humming bird, flickering and
shimmering under a dull city canopy.
Scotland scored. But I didn’t care.
Georgie was flashing in and out of the
game. But I didn’t care. He was arguing
too. That’s Georgie. He was here and there
but not always. Then all too quickly he was
gone.
He was there glowing and iridescent,
each time drawing the crowd to their feet
and then he wasn’t there. There was the
dash towards the referee. The
conversation. Then his misery, his pain. I
see Georgie on the other side of the pitch
alone walking, walking, walking and then
gone.
Looking back on the footage and
commentary for the first time since, I can
listen to the conversation in the booth.
From the accent, one voice sounds like
Jimmy Hill.

H

e was never anything but
Georgie. To Patricia Hughes,
who worked in our newsagent’s
shop and practised social work,
marriage counselling, first aid, and
general life skills along the Falls as far
down as Divis Flats, he was Georgie.
To the rag-and-bone man, who stopped
his cart in the entry beside our back door
and whose horse I fed grass with the
flattest of hands and for which I was kicked
in the stomach leaving the perfect red
outline of a horse’s hoof on my white belly,
he was Georgie.
To Cadbury’s Mr Heinz, who for free
product took my ratings for all new
chocolate bars to come to market and
stack on our shelves, he was Georgie. To
Mamie Sheehan in the Home Bakery, Aldo
in The Continental Cafe, to sentinel Harry
O’Neill, an Antrim GAA man and keeper of
the ground outside the Rock Bar at the
bottom of Rockmore Road, he was
Georgie.
To Fr McCall, who every Saturday
morning in our sitting room used
whatever higher influence he had filling in
the Littlewoods football pools, he was
Georgie.
To beloved and tormented Whoop
standing idly in the middle of the road, his
jeans falling off him, directing traffic; to
Hook, who sold the Belfast Telegraph
from the back of a van full of empty flour
bags; and to Mr Mount, the headmaster of
St Kevin’s Primary, who stalked the
corridors muttering “I slap the badins and
I praise the goodins”, he was Georgie.
There was Georgie in a club on training
night with an air hostess, or was it a
Miss World. There was Georgie with his
shirt open to his navel, walking down the
King’s Road in London with a different air
hostess in a mini skirt, even though his
place of work was up in Manchester.
There was Georgie with his luxuriant
mane and black sidebars smiling
sheepishly at the camera and strolling
towards his E-Type Jaguar with a tanned
air hostess, not the previous one,
decorously sitting in the passenger seat.
It was Mrs Merton, the mock talk show
character created by Caroline Aherne,
who opened one of her 1990s BBC series
with “Well Georgie, what was it attracted
you to the air hostesses, was it the duty
free?”
But in 1970, as Ben Sherman shirts,
Doc Martens and Wrangler jeans were
breaking out all over the city, Georgie was

already the tabloids’ favourite fantasy
football life. Looking gorgeous, he had
appeared on Top of the Pops in 1965 and
grooved with the best.
In 1966, at 19-years-old, he scored two
goals in a European Cup quarter-final
match against Benfica at the Estádio da
Luz. That’s when the Portuguese press
dubbed him “O Quinto Beatle”.
Ballond’Or
The next year, Manchester United would
top the league and the year after the holy
trinity of Best, Denis Law and Bobby
Charlton would help the side lift the
European Cup. The Belfast Boy would also
win the Ballon d’Or, polling more votes
than Charlton and Germany’s Franz
Beckenbauer.
At the crazy age of 22 he had won the
three major honours in club football, the
league title, the European Cup, and the
European player of the year award.
This fabulous meteor shower of Georgie

glamour raining down on grim Belfast –
alternatively from London boutiques and
Old Trafford – was hitting a city that in
1970 marinated in loathing.
The British army behind their sandbags
at our front door, and to whom I served tea
and Club Milk biscuits and daily asked
each soldier what team they supported,
would declare effective martial law [aka
the Falls Curfew] on the Falls that July, a
week before my 10th birthday.
But before that happened, the man
whose face I had thumb-tacked to my
bedroom wall and filled my scrapbook in a
ratio of four-to-one to all the other
Manchester United players, was coming
home. Georgie was coming to play against
Scotland in Windsor Park.
It was a fateful year. That spring and
summer, two things would happen. I
would see the man on my wall play football
in the flesh and I would never bring tea to
the soldiers again.
The stadium we could see from

‘‘

‘Wuzn’t up to much wuz
he,’ says Harry O’Neill,
helping my mother lug
newspapers to the counter
as I bound in the door.
‘Yis, he wuz,’ I shout back

McCrory Park, the GAA pitch up the hill at
the top of Rockville Street, its floodlights
arching over the corrugated asbestos
roofs of the Windsor stands.
It was April when a group of us walked
down the Donegal Road across the M1

motorway and into The Village.
Fenians, stepping over the broken glass
and half bricks from the previous
weekend’s sectarian battle, believing in
the common love for Georgie and that it
could provide a magical armistice for the
afternoon.
Pat Jennings was in goal. Derek Dougan
was up front with Georgie. Scotland had
Celtic’s David Hay in their defence. Celtic
was “our” other team. There was no Billy
McNeill, no Jimmy Johnstone. Three
Celtic players, that would have been too
much.
Stewarded to an area in the terraces, we
were close to the pitch. Pockets stuffed.
Opal Fruits, Tayto smokey bacon, Polo
Mints. But I wasn’t there for a football
match. I was there to see him, to see him
move and wave and play football like he
was playing on the street. Dribbling and
beating people and always on the search
for glory. It was him with his long hair and
his ball magic. It was him and his aura, him

‘Makingamistake’
“I think part of George’s frustration is that
he is not having a good time and he’s not
had good publicity recently and he’s
determined to do something about it and
he just can’t get back on the ball,” says Hill.
“There,” cuts in the other commentator. “That’s where he starts making a
mistake.”
It’s Georgie now pulling at the referee’s
arm and the official turning and walking
away. Spittle flying through the air
towards the referee and coming from
Georgie’s handsome mouth.
Not sufficient he continues, mud covered, petulantly walking towards the man
in the white shirt.
Bending to the ground and picking up
the smallest piece of Windsor turf, he
hurls it at the referee. It’s a straight red
card. His voltage still high, the final cameo
is Georgie turning his back and
disdainfully flicking his arm in the air.
Three years later he would leave
Manchester United for the first time before an odyssey through 17 football clubs.
“Wuzn’t up to much wuz he,” says
Harry O’Neill, helping my mother lug
newspapers to the counter as I bound in
the door. “Yis, he wuz,” I shout back,
skipping past through and up the stairs to
the bedroom and my own company.
I look at him short-haired in his blue
polo neck on my wall, not knowing then
that I would never see him play again. He is
calm and smiling. Windsor Park has
brought us closer than ever. And now
Georgie and me, we have this personal
relationship going.
Almost too much, even now.

Soccer Coronavirus crisis

HowEurope’sbiggestleaguesarerespondingtopandemiccrisis
Real Madrid and Barca players take wage
cuts while Bundesliga elite set up a fund
With sports events around the
world suspended because of
the coronavirus pandemic, football clubs and leagues have
been discussing pay cuts with
players to help them make it
through the crisis. Here is a
summary of some of the agree-

ments reached or negotiated by
major football clubs.
England
On April 4th, Premier League
called for a 30 per cent players’
wage reduction. The Professional Footballers Association

(PFA) criticised the proposal,
arguing it could reduce tax
revenue for the National
Health Service. Also on Aprill
4th, Premier League clubs
agreed to support lower
divisions with £125 million.
Liverpool: On April 5th, the
Champions League winners
said they would furlough some
of their non-playing staff, but
on April 6th reversed the
decision after sharp criticism
from fans and British government officials.

Italy
On April 6th Serie A officials
proposed to cut players’ wages
by a third if the season is
cancelled and a sixth if it
eventually resumes. The Italian
Players’ Association (AIC)
called it “totally inadmissible”.
Juventus: Players and coach
Maurizio Sarri have reached an
agreement over a wage
reduction that will save the
Italian champions ¤90 million,
the Serie A club said on March
28th.

Spain
The Spanish Football Federation said on March 25th that it
planned to open a ¤500 million
line of credit to clubs which will
not be able to claim their full television rights. Real Madrid:
Players and coaching staff
voluntarily agreed on April 8th
to cut between 10 per cent and
20 per cent of their wages.
Barcelona: Players will make
an extra contribution on top of
the 70 per cent pay cut they
have agreed, Lionel Messi said.

Germany
Borussia Dortmund, Bayern
Munich, RB Leipzig and Bayer
Leverkusen have come
together to create a ¤20 million
solidarity fund to help German
clubs in the top two tiers. Bayern Munich: The champions
said players would cut their
salaries by 20 per cent, ESPN reported. Borussia Dortmund:
The German club said on
March 24th that players, managers and coaching staff agreed
to cut their salaries. Reuters

Scottish season’s fate rests on missing vote
TheScottishProfessional
FootballLeague’scontentious
resolutionisrestingonjustone
Championshipclubthatfailed
tovotebyyesterday’s5pm
deadline.
Theproposalswouldsee
theimmediatecurtailmentof
theChampionship,League
OneandLeagueTwo
campaigns,withtherightto
decidethePremiershipona

points-per-gamebasishanded
totheSPFLboardifthe
coronaviruswastopreventits
resumption.Thebodyreceived
39responsesasof5pm
yesterday,with85percentin
favouroftheresolution–but
threeclubshaveyettomake
theirstanceknown.
Thethedecisionhinges
onthemissingvotefroman
unnamedChampionshipclub.
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Barcelona in crisis as six board
members resign in protest

FAI extends
Covid-19 ban
until May 5th

Barcelona’s crisis has
deepened after six board
members resigned, including
two vice-presidents and the
man the president Josep
Maria Bartomeu had
identified as his successor.
In a collective letter
deposited with a notary, they
cited their inability to change
the way the club is being
managed and called for
presidential elections at
the earliest opportunity.
On Tuesday Bartomeu had
tried to encourage the
vice-presidents Emili
Rousaud and Enrique
Tombas and directors Silvio
Elias and Josep Pont to
resign as he sought to move
against those who criticised
his handling of the club, but

he had not expected them to
be joined by Jordi
Calsamiglia and Maria
Teixidor, the secretary of the
board. A letter signed by the
six on Thursday night was
published by the newspaper
La Vanguardia, and Teixidor
informed Bartomeu of the
decision by telephone.
Rousaud had been made a
vice-president only at the
start of January as Bartomeu
sought to put a succession
plan into place.
Bartomeu is not obliged to
call elections until 2021,
when he will not be able to
stand, but some board
members – among them
those who have resigned –
had asked him to bring that
date forward. – Guardian

The FAI has extended its
suspension of all football
activity in line with the
government announcement
made yesterday meaning
that no training or games
can now take place until at
least until May 5th.
The move means that
leagues at all levels around
the country will be pushed
back into the summer and a
growing number of those
that operate through the
winter months may now
feel they have little choice
other than to scrap their
seasons and hope to return
for a new campaign in the
autumn.
EMMET MALONE

Olympics

Dalglish latest footballing great
to test positive for coronavirus
Liverpool legend Kenny
Dalglish has tested positive
for coronavirus while in
hospital for treatment of a
different infection, his family
have announced.
The 69-year-old was
admitted to hospital on
Wednesday for a course of
intravenous antibiotics and,
in line with current
procedures, underwent a test
for Covid-19 despite
displaying no symptoms of
the illness.
The test was positive and
Dalglish, who remains
asymptomatic, will remain in
hospital for more treatment.
The former Leeds United
and England centre half
Norman Hunter was also
reported yesterday to be in

Kenny Dalglish was admitted
to hospital on Wednesday
■

hospital with coronavirus.
A statement released by
the Dalglish family read:
“Prior to his admission to
hospital, Sir Kenny had
chosen to voluntarily
self-isolate for longer than
the advised period together
with his family. It added:
“He looks forward to being
home soon.” – Guardian

Tokyo sets new
start date for
Games in 2021
Tokyo Olympics organisers
are focusing on their new
Games start date in 2021, they
stressed yesterday – even if
the coronavirus outbreak
complicates preparations for
the remade extravaganza.
Last month, the International Olympic Committee and the
Japanese government agreed
to postpone the Games, due to
start in July this year, to 2021.
At his first remote news
conference yesterday, Tokyo
2020 CEO Toshiro Muto
emphasised that Games
organisers were aiming
towards the new start date of
July 23, 2021, regardless of
how long it takes to contain
the outbreak. – Reuters

GaelicGames

Remote special congress to
decide fate of championship
The GAA is to hold a remote
special congress next Friday,
April 17th. It is expected to
have one item of business,
an enabling motion
authorising the association’s
Management Committee to
take decisions relating to
governance and scheduling
of competitions during the
ongoing coronavirus crisis.
This follows a remote
Central Council meeting on
Thursday, as reported in
yesterday’s Irish Mirror, and
positions the GAA to be able
to respond to what is now
considered the inevitable
extension of the current
social restrictions, which will
formally end any hopes of the
summer’s championship
starting on time. Next week’s

■ The GAA is to hold a remote
special congress next Friday.

special congress takes place
against a backdrop of uncertainty about when GAA
activities can resume and
anxieties about the severe
financial shock that threatens if the championships
either can’t go ahead or can
only do so in a much
abbreviated format.
SEÁN MORAN
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Interview Karen Robinson Walton

Iamlooking
athim.Isay
‘Benjamin,what
havewedone?’
Johnny
Watterson
Nine years ago 14-year-old Benjamin Robinson died from
Second Impact Sydrome following a schools rugby match.
His mother Karen recalls the days before and after his death
and says the grief is ‘like a fire, it is always alight’

S

‘‘
I am down
on my knees
and I hold
him. I hold
his arm.
They are still
playing. It is
seconds.
There is
nobody else
with me. His
eyes close. I
tell him I am
here. I tell
him
mummy is
here

he is sitting on the sofa in her
front room. Benjamin on the wall
opposite smiles back. Karen Robinson Walton raises her arms
above her head and brings her
hands together. Her finger tips almost
touch.
“When the wave hits,” she says. Still.
Now. Nine years on the wave hits. The
wave doesn’t stop hitting and at night time,
very often, the wave breaks around her.
When it does it is her son Benjamin. She
finds herself speaking to him.
It is always Benjamin. She calls him by
name. She tells him not to worry. She talks
to him about what she has done and what is
coming up and she asks him what he has
been doing. She consoles him. She lets him
know how desperately he is missed.
She retells old stories and she sings the
songs they sang in the car on their way to
school in Carrickfergus. They can be ordinary, trivial conversations or they can be
haunting, unsettling and painful.
“Yes I speak to him. Sometimes in the
night,” she says
“Why can’t I go out?” he asks.
“Because no one can see you,” she answers.
Benjamin is not far away from his home
in the town high on the northeast coast
with its wooden groins slanting down the
beach to the sea and drills of kelp tossed up
on Fisherman’s Quay.
The funeral was like today says Karen. It
was also raining in 2011 as they took him
from the Joymount Presbyterian Church
along the marine highway to Victoria Road
and the cemetery.
On that day she recalls the certainty in
her world ended and its axis tilted into
shadow. She has had to learn how to try to
lean into the wave.
“The grief is like a fire,” she says. “It is always alight. It is smouldering or it is like a
furnace. You will have manageable days.
The carefree attitude has gone. Taking life
for granted, possibly.
“It was like a film reel. You go through it
all and it’s not real. Now it is how it is. In six
months’ time it is going to be different.
When it happened I didn’t know what was
real and what was not real.”

★★★★
On the morning of the rugby match on January 29th nine years’ ago Karen had her
fears. She couldn’t say why; imperceptible
hesitations in Benjamin, his barely concealed nervousness; phrases in which her
14-year-old son questioned his ability and
worth to the team. She sensed the exaggerated importance of winning for the school.
It was a Medallion Shield match. Carrickfergus Grammar had never gotten so far in
the competition. The game was supposed
to have been played on the Tuesday and Karen couldn’t juggle it her way because of
her work in the Police Service of Northern
Ireland.
But Benjamin texted to say the bad
weather had caused the match to be postponed. It would be moved to Saturday.
That same Saturday her daughter also had
a hockey match with the school. But she
played football too with a game scheduled
for the Friday night. Karen re-organised
her mental diary. It would be supporting
her daughter on Friday and her son on Saturday. The hockey match would be cut
loose.
She can remember that the football
match ran on. She was late coming home.
Benjamin had wanted pasta for dinner. But
it was Friday and, well, anyway there was a
takeaway close by. As they sat in the kitchen, Benjamin eating KFC and an Oreo
Krushem, turned to his mother.
“Tomorrow I can’t let anybody down,”
he said.
Karen reassured him. “If you do your
best you won’t let anyone down,” she said.
But he wasn’t making himself clear.
“No,” he repeated. “I can’t let anybody
down.” His mother again consoled him.
She tucked it away.
The match was important to him and
even so that week Benjamin had forgotten

his PE kit for school. If you don’t bring your
kit to school you cannot do the right training and your name does not make it on to
the playing list. So they let him hold the
rucking pads. Committed, he stood in his
school uniform as the boys crashed into
the tackle bags. For the weekend match he
was picked to play at outside centre.
The night before Benjamin’s mind was
firmly fixed on the rugby and when they finished the KFC in the kitchen, he disappeared upstairs. The next time his mother
spoke to him, he was fully dressed in his
rugby kit.
He had on the new waterproof school
training top. He wore it with the socks,
shorts, shirt and jersey of Carrickfergus
Grammar. That night before the match
against Dalriada, Benjamin slept in his
school rugby uniform.
Saturday morning was the typical rush
of slamming car doors, kit bags and missing shin guards. Karen drove first to the
school for the hockey match and when she
came back to the house Benjamin was up
complaining that he had eaten all the cereal during the week and more had not magically reappeared. He’d had only a banana.
“I tell him ‘you can’t play a game of rugby on a banana,’” says Karen. So she makes
him scrambled eggs. She says when she
was beating the eggs there is a voice in her
head. She knows people are sceptical. She
has said it to people and they say ‘Yeah
right.’
Beating the eggs the voice said ‘this is
the last time you will do this.’ She was sceptical herself. “Eat your eggs and let’s go,”
she said.
They drive. First they drive to the garage. Benjamin gets his match Lucozade.
He’s a confident child, says Karen but try
and get him to go up and pay. Mum pays.
He has his phone with his earbuds in on
one side so he can speak and listen to the
music at the same time. They talk about
Manchester United. They talk about the
rugby game.
She says what she knows about rugby is
you throw the ball backwards to go forwards.
They drive to the school and pull in.
Again she feels the apprehension in her
son, thinks Benjamin might not get out of
the car. She tells him she is going back for
Steven (her husband and Benjamin’s stepdad). Reassures him that she is going to
grab a coffee and shoot back to the school
for the game. Benjamin jumps out and his
mother pulls away from the school.
Benjamin, says Karen, is a clever kid. He
was occupying that passage in time between being the child and the teenager
moving towards an ever independent life.
The charm, the potential, that she loved
about him and more; his vulnerability, his
reliance on her and his attachment.
The joy she got from his requirements
and the strong, tender emotions he drew
from her; the energy he demanded; the
care he needed and his freewheeling carelessness, the life he was creating for his
mother before her eyes.
With children it is sometimes as much
about what they want from you as what
they give to you. And their constant demands give back more than people can imagine. It is the child’s charter.
What began on the Saturday morning as
a series of routine family chores have become frozen in time as the most immediate
and precious of memories. The garage, the
Lucozade, the fretting conversation, still
pristine and distinct, are each a sacred
chapter in the unspooling of the day.
The rugby match had started when Karen arrived back with her coffee.
“The first thing I see is Benjamin running from the left to the right into a group
of guys,” she says. “It was the impact. The
sheer force of it caused his body to make a
whiplash movement. I had never seen him
play like that.
“I was at one side of the pitch so I am seeing it from that angle. The more I watch
the more stoppages there seemed to be . . .
the water being poured over his head. Every stoppage, he seemed to be involved in
them all. Everything. As it goes on I’m

thinking he’s done his bit. This is schoolboy rugby. This is a level I am not happy
with. By half-time I’d seen enough.”
The inquest into the death, held in the
County Court Division of Belfast from August 29th to September 3rd, 2012; September 5th and 6th, 2012 and September 2nd
and 3rd , 2013 before Coroner Ms S M Anderson, contradicts what Benjamin’s mother witnessed.
“I find that the first half of the match
passed without any major incidents involving Benjamin,” states the report in its summing up of findings dated September 3rd,
2013. It is not how Karen saw the match.
“I discuss my fears with Steven and ask
him to go on, which was not unusual because I have been on the pitch a few times,”
she says. “But as soon as he’d see me it was
like ‘it’s okay mum. You don’t have to come
on. I’m good.’ So, it was like ‘please don’t
come on mum. It’s embarrassing.’ I’d just
say yes but you are my son and I have to
check that you are okay.
“So I said to Steven go and get him on his
own. Then the second half started and I
said to Steven ‘where is Benjamin, did you
speak to him?’ ‘No . . . but the referee says
he’s an enthusiastic wee player.’
“I said no, no. I don’t care if he’s a good
player or not. I need to see if he’s okay. The
referee waved over. So it was yeah, okay.
Then my daughter arrived with her friends
and the game progressed. It was blow after
blow.
“Shortly after there was a stoppage
again. I knew it was Benjamin. Right I’m
adding all these things up in my head and
I’m getting uncomfortable and almost tearful. It is the usual faces around a rugby
pitch. It’s mostly males. I’m here with no
rugby knowledge and then there is a lineout going on in front of me.
“Benjamin is to my right. He has a big
smile on his face. He has his hand out and
he’s going ‘I can’t remember this.’ That
fills me with horror. What is he saying. He
should not be laughing. I remember shouting ‘Benjamin, Benjamin, Benjamin.’”
“A friend of Benjamin’s sister from
school is nervously laughing saying ‘he’s
not remembering this.’ The referee tells
me to calm down. He just says to me to
‘calm down mum.’ I’m thinking I have to
get Benjamin on his own. I follow the run of
play. I remove myself from the group of
people. I am aware the game is nearly over.
“But I see Benjamin. His back is to me. I
think he is gauging the ball. He is staggering and he puts his hand up to his ear. I call
his name. ‘Benjamin, Benjamin are you
okay?’ He turns around. He has his hand
out. He is exasperated. He says ‘I don’t feel
right.’
“I am about to step on to the pitch. He is
six or 10 feet away and he is sucked away,
sucked back in. But he’s not gauging the
play because the play is over there [right]
and he is walking there [left]. I am adding
these things up in my head and I’m aware
people are shouting ‘ref blow the whistle.’ I
just can’t get to him. I need him too . . . and
then there’s a stoppage.
“I remember then while I am shouting
‘get to your feet wee son,’ I am already running. Yes, I’m on that pitch and I am running. His captain meets me halfway. He
says it is Benjamin. He’s out cold. I get to
my son and he is on his back. He is by himself. I kneel down beside him.
“It’s the whites of his eyes. He is on his
back. He is making a gasping sound and
the whites of his eyes. I am down on my
knees and I hold him. I hold his arm. They
are still playing. It is seconds. There is nobody else with me. His eyes close. I tell him
I am here. I tell him mummy is here.”
The team captain comes over. Karen
tells him to go get Steven. A doctor, who is
a consultant anaesthetist, arrives over
from the crowd. St John’s ambulance paramedics arrive. The doctor asks them for
“bits and pieces” of equipment and he inserts an oral airway. The coach comes
over. She remembers him making a call.
She remembers picking Benjamin’s yellow and blue mouth guard from the
ground and, as his sister moves to come
over, her mother tells her to stay away.

‘‘
I am aware
of loud
sound, this
noise, this
screaming,
this guttural
wail inside
the room we
are in. It is
coming
from me. I
am on the
floor

Then Steven comes over from the crowd to
assist and looks at Karen. She is frozen
standing alone. Staring and standing. Steven looks at her and doesn’t understand
what she is doing.
“I get up. I step away from Benjamin. In
the middle of it there is calmness,” she
says. “It is over. But that calmness, that acceptance is replaced with panic. What you
are doing is futile, I’m thinking. But you are
grasping. You are panicking. Then it is
blue lights in the ambulance. I tell Steven
to ring Benjamin’s dad. We are trying to
get through traffic. And the traffic won’t
move.”

★★★★
Almost every rugby player will say they
have had one. They will have had a ding.
They will have had a bump, a clash of
heads, a smack, a thump, a clatter, a jolt, a
rattle. Very rarely will a rugby player say
they have had a traumatic brain injury. But
almost every rugby player will say they
have had their bell rung, they have sparked
out for a few seconds.
The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is a scoring system. It is used to describe the level of
consciousness in a person following a traumatic brain injury. It is used to help score
the severity of the collision and therefore
what treatment is required.
The test is simple and correlates closely
with outcome and is used by trained staff in
emergency departments and intensive
care units for common injuries associated
with car crash victims or a sports injury
like that suffered by Benjamin.
Eye opening, verbal responses and motor responses are marked on a scale and
then each measure is added together for
an overall number. The lowest mark for
verbal responses is zero and the highest
mark is five, the lowest number for motor
response is zero and highest six and the
lowest mark for eye opening is zero with
the highest four.
Mild brain injuries measure 13-15 on the
GCS scale, moderate trauma is in the
range of 9-12 and severe injuries measure
eight or less. Benjamin’s Glasgow Coma
Scale was three.

★★★★
The ambulance moves him along the coast
from Carrickfergus into the north of the
city and through the centre into west Belfast and the Royal Victoria Hospital. The
medics work tirelessly, pumping oxygen
by hand through Benjamin’s airwaves. The
doctor asks for a specific drug, a powerful
anti-inflammatory. But it is a controlled
substance. They do not have it on board.
“We get to the hospital and we have to
leave Benjamin,” says Karen. “I have to register him. But I need to be with my son. We
are taken to a room away from the main
waiting area. I say to Steven we are not in
this room for good news.
“At some stage the coach arrives, the
headmaster arrives. But where is Benjamin. I need to see him. What is happening.
Then one of the nurses sees me. I say I’m
looking for Benjamin. We haven’t been
told anything I say.
“She tells me concussion happens all the
time. Her brother plays rugby. He’ll be

fine. She remembers me from being in the
hospital in December through my own
work. ‘Yeah, yeah that’s what I do,’ I tell
her. But I’m here as a mum.
“I’m in and out and in and out. During
one of those stages of being in and out I
find out where Benjamin is. The entire
time he has been in the room opposite. But
I’m not allowed to go in there.
“A consultant comes in. He is very professional. He speaks in medical terms. I ask
him bluntly is my son going to make it? He
tells me he can’t call that. Okay. My parents arrive in on all of this and we are taken
to another level. I haven’t seen Benjamin.
We are shown into another room. I am battling with this acceptance and so hanging
on for a miracle.
“Outside the door in the hallway I see
the nurse who I had spoken to earlier and
who told me her brother plays rugby. She
is walking alongside a male. I can see her
hit her head with her hands. I know what’s
coming. I just don’t want . . . no please . . . no
please do not come into this room. Don’t
come in. He comes in.
“He speaks and I am trying to absorb the
information. He is saying there is nothing
there for him to operate on. He is saying
Benjamin’s brain has swollen so badly it
has gone down into his spinal column. My
husband asks of all the cases he has dealt
with what is the percentage of survival? He
says none. Nobody has survived.
“Then I am aware of loud sound, this
noise, this screaming, this guttural wail inside the room we are in. It is coming from
me. I am on the floor.
“In a bit the consultant then asks do I
want to see him? Of course I want to see my
son. And he’s there. Just lying there. On his
head is a neck brace. He is wired up to
things. I am looking at him. I say ‘Benjamin
what have we done?’
“Then I ring his father Peter in Scotland.
I say to him ‘your son is dying.’

★★★★
Even then, when the facts have been
stacked up and the human catastrophe laid
bare in simple, painful language, something kicks in and hope does not perish. It
inflates and distorts and combines with
fear and incomprehension. Alongside the
paralysing shock and indignation, hope always remains.
Staff in the hospital place a blue gauze
across Benjamin’s brow because he is not
blinking and his eyes are drying up. His
mother tries to remain upbeat while she is
with him, sings and tells him stories from
childhood. His cousins arrive and they talk
to him, try to stimulate a response.
The medics use a cooling technique to
try and bring his temperature down. They
attempt more than once to take him off life
support. But his body cannot sustain life by
itself. He is lying on the bed with a Manchester United towel covering his body.
“When I leave him I’m screaming for
help. I am fighting. I am punching, kicking
walls. I remember I am on the floor of the
hospital and a nurse coming over to me
and saying ‘you can’t lie there.’
“I tell them ‘do something. I know I am
not coming across very well. They take me
down to A&E and they are giving me Diazepam and I am angry.
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■ A framed picture

of 14-year-old
Benjamin
Robinson, who
died as a result of
Second Impact
Sydrome after
playing for his
school
Carrickfergus
Grammar in a
Medallion Shield
match in 2011.
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“I tell them my son deserves better. I tell
them I have private health insurance. I tell
them I can take him. Wherever. It’s not an
issue. I can take him. I tell them I can pay
for him. I am pleading with them for my
son’s life.
“I do remember saying to Benjamin . . . I
say Benjamin you need to do something
here. I say to him this is not the same as me
telling you to clean your room and me
knowing you are going to do it at some
stage. I say Benjamin, if you don’t do something now, this is it.”
It is Monday just before three in the afternoon. The hospital injects cold water
into Benjamin’s ears. They check his pupils
which are fixed and dilated. Brainstem testing is carried out at 2.55pm and again at
4.14pm. There is nothing. His mother is
present while they are conducting the
tests.
“Then you hear those words ‘time of . . .’
My world explodes . . . time of . . .”
The hours after are blurred. There are
formalities. Karen remembers the hospital
staff keep saying to her ‘sudden death, sudden death.’ They mention organ donation.
There is a minister to call a funeral to arrange.
She says “nope” to the organ donation.
Traumatised and medicated, exasperation
and fury spill over. “My son didn’t get a miracle go away,” she tells them. Shortly after
she says yes to consent.
She learns later the organ team are already in the building. They give her a standard form to move forward with the transplant operation and ask her to fill it in. How
many sexual partners? Has he had any sexual diseases?
An oversight. The dumb, asinine bureaucracy of it cuts. “He’s 14. He’s a child.”
They tell her a team will be flying in from
the UK for the organs and that Benjamin
would be going for surgery. They ask her
does she want to go home. She has not left
the hospital since arriving in the ambulance on Saturday.
It is now Monday, January 31st, the official date Benjamin is pronounced dead
from what will be shown to be a series of
concussive blows to the head during the
schools rugby match. It is called Second Impact Syndrome. It will be the first case officially recorded in Ireland and the UK.
Karen has a photograph, which she carefully removes from a zip folder on her lap.
It is the last picture taken of Benjamin by
his father Peter in the hospital. It is the
night before going down to theatre again
for his organs to be harvested and given to
six different recipients.
In it Karen is lying on a bed pushed up
snug to that of Benjamin. Her eyes are
closed. One arm is reaching across to her
son. Perfect, he is lying on his back, the
damage unseen. He is attached to tubes
and monitors and his upper torso is exposed. The Manchester United towel covers his lower half.
“I have Benjamin that night,” says Karen remembering their final intimacy. It is
a treasured physical connection. “I sleep
beside him. I explain to him what is happening because he doesn’t like strangers. I say
to him ‘I am going to be here for you when
you get out of theatre.’”
She waits. When the procedure is complete the hospital staff come to collect her.

‘‘
I have
Benjamin
that night. I
sleep beside
him. I
explain to
him what is
happening
because he
doesn’t like
strangers

■ Karen Robinson

Walton, the
mother of
Benjamin
Robinson, is
comforted after
the inquest into his
death, held in
Belfast in
September 2013.
PHOTOGRAPH: PAUL
FAITH/PA WIRE

She makes to go back to the ward and they
say ‘no this way.’ She is shown into a room
where Benjamin is lying on a gurney.
There are no tubes. There is no wiring.
There are no machines attached to him,
nothing. There is nothing in the room except Benjamin on a table.
“This is not how I told my son it would
be,” she says. “He is so cold, so very, very
cold and he is wet. His hair is soaking. I was
not prepared for that. I guess you watch
movies, you watch TV and you think that it
is all done and everything is switched off
and you hold their hand. No.
“We arrive home on the Tuesday night.
It feels almost like I am unwell, I am sick
and that this is not happening. But it is. It is
happening. I sleep in Benjamin’s bed. I
sleep in his pyjamas and I sleep in his bed
for a very long time after that.”
There is joyless exhaustion, a never before experienced pain. The sustained,
high-octane shock does not diminish the
numb dislocation. But for Karen the prospect of Benjamin coming home generates
a surreal high, a distorted sense of euphoria.
She knows it is misplaced and will not
last. No matter, her son will be resting not
with strangers in an unfamiliar building
but among his family. From the sterile
functionality of the hospital, they bring
him back to the front room of his house.
Still fuelled by shock, the conversation
with the local minister Karen says was lucid. She gives him three of Benjamin’s favourite songs by Semisonic, Linkin Park
and Metallica that she asks to be played in
the church along with the traditional
hymns and The Lord’s Prayer.
She advises the minister that if there are
any references to the devil or if there are
lyrics that are inappropriate to come back
to her. She is insistent but does not wish to
cause offence to the congregation. That
night she sleeps on the sofa in the sitting
room beside her son.
“He is in his suit,” she says. “I was married in 2010 and Benjamin gave me away

and he’s in his suit. I fix his hair and I feel
the cold staples in his scalp.”

★★★★
Throughout she talks to Benjamin, sometimes quietly, sometimes out loud. As people flow into the house, she tells him who
has arrived and who the important people
are and what family members are there to
see him. She says to her 14-year-old son
“it’s getting kind of serious.” All these people. Coaches, teachers, locals. Then she
fills the casket with the things she knows
he will need on his journey.
“I pack his X-Box. He’s got his Doritos.
He’s got his money. He’s got his mobile
phone. He’s got his pot noodles and that’s
what goes along with him. They are all
packed in with him. It’s like he is going on
holiday. I leave when they put the lid on.
Then I remember as he is being taken out
the entire lights fuse in the house.
When we get to the church Benjamin is
brought in to the sound of Semisonic’s Secret Smile.
“Nobody knows it but you’ve got a secret
smile
“And you use it only for me
“Nobody knows it but you’ve got a secret
smile
“And you use it only for me
“So use it and prove it
“Remove this whirling sadness
“I’m losing I’m bluesing
“But you can’t save me from madness.”
The school choir is there. They sing.
They have Benjamin’s photographs and
they are up on the church screen. That part
of the service is played to a Linkin Park
soundtrack. It is a song they often sang in
the car when they drove to school.
“When you actually think of what you
were singing . . .” she says. “In the shadow
of the day . . . embrace the world in gray . . .
sometimes there are no solutions . . . sometimes goodbye is the only way . . .’ I am

thinking to myself we have sung that so
many times.”
“Sometimes solutions aren’t so simple
“Sometimes goodbye’s the only way, oh
“And the sun will set for you
“The sun will set for you
“And the shadow of the day
“Will embrace the world in gray
“And the sun will set for you.”
“I speak to the congregation,” says Karen. “There’s an awful lot of people here
and this is just my wee son. My niece stands
with me. I’m okay. I’m probably going on
too long. At this stage Benjamin would
want me to shut up. I remember at the end
Metallica plays Nothing Else Matters.”
“So close, no matter how far
“Couldn’t be much more from the heart
“Forever trusting who we are
“And nothing else matters.”
It is not often done by women in Ulster
Presbyterian churches. But her mother’s
imperative is to stay close. Don’t leave her
son alone. Karen joins the cortege and carries Benjamin.
“I carry my son. Within that society
women probably didn’t go to the cemetery
and women didn’t do that. I am carrying
my son. I don’t wear black. I carry him and I
talk to him and I pat the side and I explain
to him what’s happening.
“His rugby team are there in their colours of navy and burgundy and they form a
guard of honour. We go through that. I’m
linked in with my dad. We take turns and
we go along the marine highway and it
seems to be a sea of burgundy and navy.
“It is raining. I remember he has to be
lowered down. I take the rope. Again that
is met with [gasps]. Really. This is my son. I
carried him. I brought him to this world. I
need to talk him through what’s happening. We throw in flowers. Red roses, white
roses.”
Afterwards the school holds a reception.

‘‘

Karen does not know who provides the
food. She diligently stands talking to people until a relative suggests she should allow them to go home. There are no lights in
their house in Carrickfergus when they arrive back because of the blown fuse during
Benjamin’s removal. That night they sit in
candlelight and eat Chinese food.

★★★★

Karen will later be diagnosed with severe
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The family adopt a critical view of the PSNI and the
Coroner’s Report. They discover that they
have not buried all of Benjamin and it will
be a year and a day before ‘the rest’ arrives
in a small oak box.
“The undertakers go up and they bring
Benjamin back in an oak box to my door,”
says Karen. “I have him for 12 days. That is
like a heaven. Again I put him in the car
and I take him to places that we’ve been to.
We went to a beach down in Brown’s Bay.
We went to see a donkey down there.
“We ask for the guys in the cemetery to
open . . . I wrap the oak box in a Man United
pillowcase and I put photographs of all of
us in. That is probably the hardest because
you don’t have that protection of shock.”
Frustration bubbles over and they decide to acquire legal representation. Karen
leaves her career in the police force.
A civil case is taken against the referee,
the coach, the school, the Ulster Branch,
the IRFU and World Rugby. A legal team
will be assembled by World Rugby to contest the family’s claims. It will run for six
years and finally come to a conclusion in
December 2019.
The family sign a Non Disclosure Agreement. In the media it’s called a gagging
clause and is designed to prevent sensitive,
embarrassing, damaging or private information from getting into the public domain. It is also known as a confidentiality
agreement (CA), confidential disclosure
agreement (CDA), proprietary information agreement (PIA) or secrecy agreement (SA) and is a legal contract between
at least two parties that outlines confidential material, knowledge, or information.
Karen cannot share its contents without
breaking the agreement.

★★★★
After the funeral as she sat in the flickering
candlelight, where Benjamin’s picture
now looks across at her, she had little idea
or little care about what other turns life
might take.
She could not know how much Benjamin would become public property and his
case critical to the public interest and understanding of how lethal concussion can
be. They did not know how his image and
name would be used to instigate change
and awareness of head injuries in rugby
everywhere. But her fears now as the years
pass are the fading memories.
When the wave breaks.
“The only thing that makes Benjamin
special is that he is my son,” she says. “He is
my flesh and blood. He is my blue-eyed
boy.
“You keep thinking the next day is going
to be different.
“It is only the beginning.”

The only
thing that
makes
Benjamin
special is
that he is my
son. He’s my
flesh and
blood.
He is my
blue-eyed
boy

